RIVER PARK - PROPOSED AMENITIES
EAST POINT, GA
SMITH-TAYLOR PARK - EXISTING CONDITIONS
EAST POINT, GA

LEGEND
1. PROPERTY LINE
2. STREAM
3. ORCHARD
SMITH-TAYLOR PARK - PROPOSED RENOVATIONS

EAST POINT, GA

LEGEND

1. HOLE DISC GOLF COURSE
2. REMOVE INVASIVES AND LIMB UP TREES THROUGHOUT PARK
3. STREAM CROSSINGS
4. EXISTING NEIGHBORHOOD ORCHARD
5. PARK ENTRANCES

DESIGN APPROACH

• THE EXISTING PROPERTY IS HEAVILY WOODED AND DISC GOLF HAS A SMALL DEVELOPMENTAL FOOTPRINT.
• INVASIVE PLANTS NEED TO BE REMOVED AND TREES LIMBED UP TO PROVIDE VIEWS THROUGHOUT THE PARK AND ALLOW FOR ACCESS.
• THERE IS A STREAM BISECTING THE PROPERTY THAT WILL REQUIRE SEVERAL SMALL FOOTBRIDGE CROSSINGS.
• THE EXISTING ORCHARD PLANTINGS ARE TO REMAIN AND COULD BECOME A MORE INTEGRATED LOCAL GARDEN.
• THERE SHOULD BE AT LEAST TWO ENTRY POINTS AND SIGNAGE.
• A SMALL PLAYGROUND OR PAVILION COULD BE LOCATED NEAR ONE OF THE PARK ENTRANCE LOCATIONS.

154 ARTHUR B LANGFORD JR PKWY
SMITH-TAYLOR PARK - PROPOSED AMENITIES

EASTPOINT, GA